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Preface.

J gar Chaghdar
well as the qishlaq Arab KhÅna



darya regions speaks and makes wide use of the Tajik and Uzbek languages, 

“he lived”,
“ground”:

“When he became a Pasha, in his father’s country was famine”
Indicative Pronoun. 

)  the form 
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and The demonstrative pronouns

Consequently, it is possible, that the Arabs who settled in Central Asia

Personal Pronouns. The following are the independent personal pronouns 

Singular:
Plural:

rd nd st

rd

rd

rd is formed by 
means of the double plural As for it is formed by adding 
the plural marker rd person

with where

Formation of Plural

or
“gold coins” “rains”



“horses”, “rains”.

“sons-in-law”.
and

“sons”, “graves” and
“sons-in-law”

C uC C
C uC uC  and C iC aC

are widespread in BAD, they are found 

“big dog”
“new house”

The word “soul”
- “he/himself”,

“we/ourselves”.  and  appears 
“he himself”

“There are a lot of Shayban people in Jeinau. They are themselves 
[himself] Arabs”. 

“We are doing the work like this”.
Derivative Forms. 

Iraqi

“The merchant gave him a lot of money (merchandise)”.

“established”; 2. “looked at (smb., smth.)”, “to align in columns 
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(oneself-with)” “Timur Lenk 
aligned eleven thousand warriors (in columns)”; 2.”Kept correspondence  with”.

“was proud”,  ( “learnt smth.”; “quarreled”, 
“fought”.

as well.
In Persian 

this

was in 

pass away from this world soon”.

darya Arabs the verb “to be”
rd k: “he

was going (moving)”.
“Pasha was going for three days”.

     to (his) house”.



For the formation of Plusquamperfect to the verb 
 is added

“obviously he came”
and
 and afterward long in BAD

and
in
of and a and are

rd

The shortening of the verbs and  and their transferring into 

The transitive verbs in 

“The vagabond entered the house [and] took the string (took it)”.    

The formation of the “Present 

“he works (usually)”,

“[My work is] to give [and] to register the job for the people”.      
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“let’s go now”, “let’s take [it]”.  is originated from 

.

“(smb.) is now baking (smth.)”, “we’re 
now eating”.

:

       he, coming”.

      We are eating now”.

(fonologia, gramatika, leqsika).

-
lects.



Linguistic convergence and areal diffusion, Case studies 

Trudi vtoroy sessii 
Associacii arabistov.

Palestinskiy sbornik

statey.
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